




















































Savannah

Savannah

Sarah

pretend you're inside
this work of art

how would it feel














































































































Willian Half a Dam

1 58 moved around a lot settled in Washington

became friends with William Wiley Bob Hudson

moved to NorCal and pursued CAfunk
whimsy

known for surreal landscapes
humor

part of Funk art
storypainting sensuous direct

commitment to environment

Dams are ourcontrol to
control human

1
it'sidiotic togive

resources w out understanding greaterimpact
half a dam

metaphors for how lithe or how much
humans

care

salmon is nature a fishwho dared to

People who
swim upstream care give a

stories ofhow people do things
damn
what's the
value of half

salmon body on rock is a damn
salmondies offish
manuallyafter a naturalPWUNspawning
spends times fishing

and collaborative

observing the natural
world artist

A bizarre juxtaposition
1 of

human artifacts
and natural phenomena

hedescribespainting
to equivalent value tofishing

Narrative Artworks














































































































he relies on imagery from

Alaska Montana Baja California

Norcal

he paints natural forms as

an illusionary guide
for

something else

symbols
warmth

hutments
hummingbirds for life

salmon

he had a near death experience
white water rafting in a glacial arctic river














































































































itmost of
the paintings are about the

paradox of information
and about

which way the information is comingfrom

Nature is where you go
to get the shit

scared out of you














































































































witand

William T Wiley BayArea Funkart
absurd

justto Mention a fewAfter Bosch
antiformalist art
tongue incheek

he has hidden metaphors
references

imaginehim
and layers ofmeaning

in hit quirky humor

works talking about
topics of hetaught

War pollution globalwarming
racial tension at uc Davis

hepays homage to previous
artist like Bosch

INFLUENCEI
influenced by Bruegel Duchamp Wyeth

Bosch
he has a book on Bosch and

opened it to the Temptation of St Anthony

burning village used that image
he uses the greats to understand how

to deal w difficult topics

news radio current events

theme of thevoyage














































































































uses Bosch's imagery bk it arner
a friend

is powerful to express his 11986
visited

outrage to events and conflicts mown
inChernobyl

he told
Bosnia and Rwanda are himaboutIt
etched into the bridge to andin

order
reference war and genocide tones
in the world it he

turned
to

the fish boat gondala is Bosch

taken from the gondola
of the foreground of
Bosch's Temptationof St

Anthony














































































































He enjoys playful puns
and morphs

words In Cod

Jesus saves to tee
we trust

wisdom to Witdumby

Shock and Awe to shock and Gnaw

artificial to art d
Quotes

puns are a way of packing more

than one meaning into something

and just about everything has

more than one meaning 4

temptation
The Temptationof

St Anthony meant physical
ormental
attackby

Neverlandish painter 1501 demons

Was a Saint who devotedhimself
to fasting and prayer retiredto

the desert

he spent the night alone and demons
came

beating him and wounding him



























































































































































































































Robert
MOTHERWELL Italian 4963

Summer
1915 1991

American Abstract
expressionist

went to the New York School

a part of Phillip
button

de Kooning
Pollock E Rothkogroup

influenced by automatic
writing by

Surrealists

intuitive approach
to painting

born in Washington but spent much
of his

childhood in dry environs of central
CA

to relieve his severe asthma

he is educated in philosophy and
literature

and art hit my
got his philosophy

degree in 1937

at Stanford

Automatism the idea that

art might be a manifestation of the

artist's subconciml














































































































Bio
his mother was a hysteric

and

beat him terribly and his father

would beat him too

he grew up terribly
nervous and

anxiety ridden
he got asthma

he got interested
in drawing

and

painting in kindergarten
he was

tone deaf and kindergarten is
all

singing and dancing

he used to collect booksfrom
the

Italian masters Michelangelo
othermasters Rembrandt Rubens

he first came acrossmodern art
w Matisse














































































































Quotes

Painting is a medium in which the

mind can actualize itself it is a

medium of thought

he described the modern artist
as

by definition
the felt expression

of modern reality
the artist must progress

and

make something new

it's all about rejecting
rules

from the outside world

he saw abstract art
as fulfilling

the need for felt
experience intense

immediate direct subtle
unified

warm vivid rhythmic

I also think there must be

Psychologically some revulsion against

Eeiiigmieaeimiufrmenhenavem.int
he foundreal life horrible







It became very clear to me that Structure is, is the relations among the elements and that elements 
related are meaningful. Which is to say that abstract structures can be meaningful. And for most artists 
without such an intellectual background, in those days they were very dubious about making 
abstractions just for fear that they really didn’t mean anything. But I knew, metaphysically that by 
nature they meant something, so that I never had the inhibition about it. It was a moral crisis to move 
from figure drawing and all the things that one had started, into abstraction. But I took to it like a duck 
to water”





























































“I ultimately did get analyzed. Which I think saved my life, saved my sanity. You know, most of my 
generation are dead through self destruction directly or indirectly. And I had many of the same 
characteristics. I was just as wild, just as drunken, just as alienated, just as everything. You know, this 
is something I normally don’t talk about, but I have a feeling that if Rothko or David Smith or some 
others had been properly analyzed they would not be dead now 




















His thoughts on abstraction

EXISTENTIALISM

creation of abstract
art was

a personal journey
and result

of personal
crisis

absurdity
personal angst meaninglessness

The modern artist
was constantly

in a state of questioning
his own

existence and his own
role

in the world

He was interested in psychoanalysis
and was psychoanalyzed

al
















































































































His response to creative people and mental
Health

hewas in his

About Italian Summer yo paintingthis

1962 Summer WI wife Helen Frankenthaler

was living in an artist colony in

Massachusettel

Beach Boys Surfing USA vibes

vibrant 1960 culture

part of the series
of paintings called

waves crashing
Beside the sea on the floor








































 









































Italian comes to play
b c

he visited the m Amalfi coast
when he took time off from
Stanford in his 20

PRATI







Hoarding My Frog Food 19701 began frogworld
aware

Artist David Gilhooly
ofglobal outline
waryof absurd

social polithelyear 1982 glare on ceramics and ecological
forces

key Research

Funk artist e Bay are a art movement that

challenged the seriousness of the art world by focusing

on absurdimages of everyday objects

ceramics was apopularmedium of funk
artists

Gilhooly parodied
ancient civilizations religion politics

and culture through his theme of ceramic

frogs knownformaking Tngworlds

in 1983 he startedusing food to satirize
man made

and natural disasters

he studied at at UCDavis he got into ceramics

tryingto impress a girl

That was the nicethingabout clay If you didn't

like theway something reallywas you
couldalwaysfix

it up



frogs evolvedinto vegetables
and was tied

up w mythology of different
cultures and

then food and frogs emerged

Macaroni and cheese wt Frogs
Frogs in an 8 bean stew

Frogs are more fun than people

sculpted frogs in frying pans wedding cakes
etc

frogcrucifixion

n he sculpted w plexiglass printed and

Eary
created collages and assemblages

life he was a son of a veterinarian
hegrewup in CA Puerto Rico andVirginIslands

signed up for Biology first at UCDavis

first tried making a ceramic cup
w a frog

up handle then his frogworld began
then created Fwy but I s of QueenVictoria
and Egyptian girls

leapfrog through history religion science
human
experience

heproposed that frogswerereallyhuman beings in frogbodies



Arts
I find the image of arks

compelling this container sea

gang and filled w lots of

wonderful small things things

that are not always what they
seem to be

food is pleasure
for frogs

Beavers became
a part of the arks

removesuccessfulArcs past in bringing
FrogNoah gathermy

al the plants popping and
Christianity

and animals

madeVikingstyle bouts bringing
to the north

domesticated European
livestock to

to North America

Also to bring fine
art to the northern

hemisphere

Frog Claus wearing
a red suit
Future

Trojan Frogs
Queen Victoria Frogs flyingsaucerfrog

3 as
arks broughtFrogNoah
to earth







Jimcampbelt
San Fransisco based

artist
electrical

was an engineer and patented

high resolution television technology

he works in low resolution

He likes to get his
work as low

pixelated as possible just where figures

process
we just identifiable

he thinks of his art as engineering

he says he has an idea

then he takes 3 to 4 months

prototyping
and getting it to work

electronically
the peeve gets influenced

by the engineering phase

he started off with making
films in the 1980 S didn't

like the direction he was going

w his art so he gravitated



towards electronic art

the details are gone

4M cannot project
Your prejudices on them

not enough detail

unsolvable magicalness

there is movement in

the images but the

spheres aren't moving

he uses electronic circuit

board
he worked

in HDTV

what matters
is the

movement not the

details



these images pass through
our brain simply as

edges shadow and motion

each LED light
can

have different gray
levels

65,000 gray
levels so they

dim
do not refresh really

fast on and
off

if you look
at it in your

peripheral vision
primal vision

You can't tell that
it is low

resolution you only see the

movement

he went to MIT place

had a high suicide rate

described it as the most neurotic

place he's ever been so he starting

started doing photography



and filmmaking to balance

the situation it was his

escape

he goes by Jack as an

engineer which is his real

name

he uses technology for his

art not because he's excited

by tech but b c
it gives

him the effects he wants

there is an intersection
between logic and

emotion
in this piece

both very instinctual


